
CEPIC RECOMMENDATIONS FOR

RESTAURANTS IN 
MALLORCA

1. CAN EDUARDO
Fresh fish, lobster, shellfish, by the old town, with nice views 

overlooking the harbour traditional fresh fish and seafood cui-

sine. All the fish is bought at the fish market underneath the 

restaurant.

2. CASA MANOLO
All kind of grilled and plate fish and seafood. Wide variety of 

fish and seafood dishes grilled and grilled, Mediterranean Sea 

and mallorcan cuisine. 

3. BRUSELAS
High estándar cuisine in an old mallorcan house refurbished, 

at the old town. International and Argentinian cuisine. It was 

created from a typical Mallorcan house built in the year 1400. 

You‘ll find a variety of International and Argentine dishes, as 

well as prime cuts of Argentinean meat grilled on vegetable 

charcoal.



4. CAN PEDRO
From 1976 on, this restaurant in Genova does typical mallorcan 

cuisine, specialized on meat. Two of the most popular dishes 

are snails and “frito mallorquín”.

5. TAST CLUB
One of the most elegant places in town, hidden from the crowded 

streets. Good food in an sophisticated old English Club atmosphe-

re.

6. OMBU
Tapas and creative cocktails in a restaurant with a decoration 

similar to the area around.

7. FORN SANT JOAN
Located in the ‚forn‘ (meaning bakery in Catalán). 

A family-run restaurant which successfully maintains an excel-

lent relationship with its customers. Mediterranean, tapas, all 

with modern touches. 

8. TOQUE 
Belgium restaurant. The cuisine is also Mediterranean, mixed 

with belgium specialities. Pleasant and family treatment. 



9. PATRON LUNARES 
One of the coolest restaurants in Palma, nice ambiance and 

decoration, good food and original history from the place it-

self. Nice mixture of fish, meat or dishes to share between few 

people.

10. FERA
Fera is an exceptional dining address, only a minute away from 

the lively shopping mile of Jaime III in Palma’s city center. Exe-

cutive Chef, Simon Petutschnig delights you with exquisite Bor- 

derless Mediterranean-Asian flavors and textures. 

11. DE TOKIO A LIMA
Located within the Can Alomar Boutique Hotel, this is popular 

with discerning locals as well as hotel guests – for both the 

cuisine and elegantly restored 19th-century mansion setting. 

The cuisine is a successful (and trendy) fusion of Japanese,  

Peruvian, and Mediterranean, with the à la carte menu sec-

tioned into starters, raw and marinated, from the stove, and 

sweet temptations.

12. IL PARADISO
One of Palma´s luxury restaurants renowned for offering the 

most exquisite cuisine. Delicious Italian and Mediterranean cui-

sine, carefully created from the finest of authentic ingredients 

and served with a smile. 

13. SA DRASSANA  
Housed in a nineteenth-century Majorcan manor house, tra-

ditional dishes and new creations inspired by Balearic cuisine.



14. LA PALOMA
Emblematic old building, with a romantic and warm ambiance. 

Traditional menú with delicious meat and tapas. 

15. AROMATA 
Andreu Genestra moves his products and his science to a patio of 

a Mallorcan manor house of the s. XVII, with classical technique 

and flavors of the earth with its own inspiration.

16. WASABI 
Both for lovers of traditional Japanese food to those seeking 

more sophisticated, avantgarde or fusion recipes, the res-

taurant offers an extensive and careful selection of dishes in 

which the fish is not the only option.

17. THE MERCHANTS PALACIO
CAN MARQUES
Fresh seafood and premium steaks. Plenty of shareable dishes 

and lighter options, perfect for families.


